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INTRODUCTION

The material presented in this paper will be divided into four main
categories which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pythagoras.
The Pythagoreans.
The Work of Pythagoras
and the Pythagoreans.
The Pythagorean Theorem.

In the section on Pythagoras, I shall examine the life of the man.
The approach will be one of a short biography. A problem encountered here
was the lack of written material during this period (from 600 B. C. to 450 B. C .) .
All of the sources were based on writings done anywhere from two to five
centuries after Pythagoras lived and thus may be more legend than anything
else. I shall trace Pythagoras' education and brief the two schools he started.
Discussion of the achievements and curriculum of the second school which
became well known will be deferred until later in the paper. Chapter I will
be concluded with Pythagoras 1 marriage and information regarding his death.
In establishing his second school Pythagoras formed a brotherhood or
religious cult which became known as the Pythagoreans. The second chapter
of this paper will probe the characteristics of this cult. Their philosophies
and activities will be the main concern. The secret nature of the society
prevented the availability of any written information. Again, as throughout
the paper, we must rely on information written centuries later.
1
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The aforementioned secrecy of the Pythagorean cult prevents one
from determining whether certain mathematical discoveries were made by the
master or by his students. It seems logical to assume that both Pythagoras
and his students were responsible individually as well as together for the
various mathematical and scientific advancements resulting from the
existence of this school. It is not possible to ascertain who should receive
credit for any single contribution.

Chapter III shall treat the work and

discoveries of the master and his pupils as one.
the work of the school.

This section will consider

Of major concern will be the material studied as

this will indicate the advancement of the school.

This paper will not

examine their contributions to religion, music, philosophy or medicine.
The topic of Chapter N will be the Pythagorean Theorem. The
Pythagorean Theorem is found in some civilizations before Pythagoras.
Pythagoras received credit for the theorem which bears his name even though
he was not the first to discover it. The remainder of this section will present
various proofs of the Pythagorean Theorem. Included are, proofs presented
by Euclid, President Garfield, and perhaps the proof Pythagoras himself
would have given.

CHAPTER I
PYTHAGORAS

The date of the birth of Pythagoras is rather vague. I will permit the
reader to select his birth from among the dates 590, 586, 584, 582, 572,
and 569 B. C . 1 He was born on the island of Samos in the Aegean Sea which
is located near the coast of Asia Minor (Turkey). 2 He was the son of
Mnesarchus 3 and thus was of either Tyrian 4 or Phoenician 5 descent.
Much is written about Pythagoras' schooling but the the details are
rather doubtful. He is considered a contemporary of Thales and it is possible
that he studied under the older man. It is thought that the outline of his
education was as follows:
1.

He studied under Pherecydes of Syros.

2.

He studied under Anaximander who recommended that he go
to Thebes.

3.

He then went to Thebes or Memphis .

1Evans G. Valens, The Number of Thin_gp_ (New York: E. P. Dutton & Co.
Inc., 1964), p. 23.
2 Ibid.
3E. T. Bell, The Last Problem (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1961), p. 76.
4w. Rouse Ball, A Short Account of the History of Mathematics (London:
Macmillan & Co., Limited, 1935), p. 19.
STobias Dantzig, The Bequest of the Greeks (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1955), p. 20.
3
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4.

He traveled in Asia Minor.

5.

Finally he returned to Samos and opened his first school. 6

The statement that Pythagoras traveled in Asia Minor is the section of
his education which seems open to the most discussion. It is said that Thales
encouraged Pythagoras to study in Egypt where he may have spent as long
as twenty-two years. 7 Some accounts of his travels suggest that he may
have spent as much as thirty-four years studying in various countries. He
probably visited Crete and Tyre. 8 It is also said that he studied in Babylon,
India and perhaps even traveled to the Orient.

Egypt was the country in

which he spent the most time and thus it had the greatest influence on his
teachings'. 9 It is believed that the mystic influence evident in Pythagoras'
teachings was a result of his years spent in Egypt.
Pythagoras was a moral reformer and a philosopher .10 He was also
considered a religious mystic who viewed number as the key to the plan of
.
11
th e universe.

He believed in the transmigration of souls and the holiness

6 Ball, Op. cit., p. 19.

7James Gow, A Short History of Greek Mathematics (London: C. J.
Clay and Son, 1884), p. 147.
8George J. Allman, Greek Geometry from Thales to Euclid
(Dublin: Hodges, Figgis and Co., 1889), p. 2 0.
9 Gow, Op. cit., p. 149.
lOBall, Op. cit., p. 21.
11 Tobias Dantzig, The Bequest of the Greeks (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1955), p. 26.
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of the number ten.

He was a vegetarian and was considered to be a crackpot . 12

He also believed in the reincarnation of man's soul in animals.

This gives

one an idea as to the basic philosophies of the man Pythagoras.
The first school started by Pythagoras was in his homeland (Samos).
It is not known whether this school was started before Pythagoras traveled

to Egypt or after his return. Some information indicates before.

One story

relates an argument between Polycrates, tyrant of Samos, and Pythagoras.
It suggested that it was wiser for Pythagoras to leave the country after this

dispute and so he traveled to Egypt to study ,13 Other sources indicate that
the first school was opened after Pythagoras returned from his travels.
Upon his return he found his country under the control of the Persians. A
man with Pythagoras' beliefs and philosophies would not feel at ease in a
country dominated by a foreign power. This may have been a contributing
factor to the failure of his first school. It is said that Pythagoras had to pay
the one student who attended his lectures . 14 One disciple did move with
Pythagoras when he left Samos.

The subjects covered in his first lectures

probably were morality 1 mysticism and mathematics ,15
Pythagoras with his mother and one disciple left Samos and moved to
Sicily.

They then moved to Tarentum .16 It is not known whether Pythagoras
12valens, Op. cit.
13Bell, 22..:_ cit.

1

1

p. 19.

p. 77.

14constance Reid, A Long Way from Euclid (New York:
Crowell Company 1 1963), p. 3.
15rbid.
16Ball, Op. cit., p. 19.

Thomas Y.
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opened or attempted to open a school in either of these locations. His
stay in both locations together was approximately one year. He appeared
in Croton 1 a Dorian colony in southern Italy, in 530 B. C .17 At this time
Pythagoras was between fifty-five and sixty years old. In Croton Pythagoras
opened what is thought to be his second school. His host was a man
named Milo. This was perhaps the most successful of its kind to that
point in history. All economic classes flocked to hear Pythagoras' lectures.
Business and professional men attended his night classes. Women broke the
law by attending his lectures. Theano, twenty year old daughter of host
Milo, was one of the women who attended his lectures. She was young and
attractive. She married her teacher though he was some forty years her
senior. It is reported that it was a very happy marriage. Theano wrote a
biography of her husband but it has been lost through time .18
The school in Croton enjoyed success for twenty years .19 During
this time the school made political enemies. The secrecy of their organization
and their rejection of certain prospective members had given individuals in
the community a reason to want the school destroyed. Perhaps in the study and
application of their morality beliefs the school had become a political rival
of the existing governmental structure. Regardless of the cause, the

17valens 1 Op. cit., p. 24.

18sall, Op, Cit., p. 20.
19Aflman, Op. cit., p. 20.
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democratic party banished them in 510 B. C. 20 Sources indicate they
marched on a building in which Pythagoras was meeting and burned it.
Pythagoras may have died in the flames.

Some say he escaped to Metapontum.

In Metapontum, while suffering from an acute attack of disgust with human
beings, Pythagoras starved himself. 21
The same problem exists with dating Pythagoras' death as with
establishing his birth. Various accounts indicate Pythagoras was seventy
to ninety-nine years old at his death.

2 orbid.
21Bell, Op. cit., p. 79

CHAPTER II
THE PYTHAGOREANS

The school established at Croton in 530 B. C. exhibited temporary
supremacy in the state.

One should remember that this was a time when

religious sects were common.
of any particular sect.

Eternal Life was guaranteed to the disciples

Mysterious rites and occult beliefs were practiced.

Orphic prophets roamed the by-roads and the origiastic cult of Dionysus /
god of wine / was popular. 22 In all of this confusion it is not surprising
that the Pythagoreans followed suit with secret and cabalistic observances.
They were a semi-religious cult.
Each member of the cult took an oath not to reveal any teachings of
the school.

Death would claim any who broke this oath. The life was one

emphasizing self-discipline.
severe.

Their food was simple and their discipline

They emphasized temperance, purity and obedience.

were a closed corporation with a secret initiation.

The Pythagoreans

They had long hair and

wore pure white garments woven from either wool or linen. 2 3 The main theme
of the society was the transmigration of souls. The three attributes of the
22 valens / ~cit., p. 23.
2 3rbid.

I

p. 25 •
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soul were:
1.
2.
3.

Reason.
Emotion.
Intelligence . 2 4

The Pythagoreans were opposed to killing animals and would not
eat meat. They believed in the holiness of the number ten. The Pythagorean
philosophy included a section on opposites. Of course 1 there were ten
of these. The ten opposites were:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9•
10 •

Limited - unlimited.
Even.-. odd.
One - many.
Right - left.
Male - Female .
Rest - motion.
Straight - crooked.
Light - darkness.
Good - evil .
Square - rectangle.Z 5

They had a distinctive badge which was the pentacle or star pentagram. 2 6

The star,, as I would call it, represented well-being 1 completeness and health
to the Pythagoreans. The star had been used earlier as a magic symbol in
Babylon. The magic of the pentacle is that each line divides two other lines
into a

11

golden ratio.

11

24Ibid.
25Ibid. 1 p. 25.
26 Ibid.

I

p. 52.

The Pythagorean society used a special prayer as a

10

part of their ceremonies. It was based on the number ten. It went:
Bless us 1 divine number 1 thou who genera test
gods and men! Oh, holy 1 holy tetraktys, thou that
containest the root and the source of the eternally
flowing creation! For the divine number begins with
the profound pure unity until it comes to the holy
four; then it begets the mother of all, the allcomprising, the all-bounding, the first-born, the
never-swerving, the never-tiring holy ten, the
keyholder of all. 2 7
The Pythagoreans differed from other cults in that they thought nature
could be explained in a set of simple basic laws. These laws would explain
the confusion of the natural world. They believed simple relationships among
whole numbers could explain everything in terms of a special harmony, rhythm
or structure. 28 The major contributions of the Pythagorean society can be
traced to their seeking simple solutions to explain the "why" of nature. The
original concern of the society was religion and science. They also
dabbled in politics. They studied mathematics and philosophy. It is said
they coined the words mathematics and philosophy. They soon developed
four distinct areas of concentration. These subjects are with us today. The
subjects and the discipline they have evolved to today are:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Arithmetica (theory of numbers}.
Harmonica (theory of music}.
(geometry}.
Geometria
Astrologia (as tronomy).2 9

2 7Edna E. Dramer, The Main Stream of Mathematics (Greenwich:
Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1961), p. 83.
2 8valens, Op. cit. , p. 44.
29 Ibid.

I

p. 25.
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The curriculum of the society eventually included what is known
as the quadrivium and the trivium.

The quadrivium consisted of the theory

of numbers 1 geometry, music 1 and astronomy. The trivium consisted of
grammar, logic and rhetoric .
The school at Croton was dissolved by political opponents in
510 B. C.; however 1 the Pythagoreans re-assembled about Athens.

They

were no longer a political organization but did retain their interest in
philosophy 1 science and mathematics. They lost their rigid rules and
close association. They began eventually to publish and take credit for
their work.

The Pythagoreans, with this more liberal organization, existed

for two or three centuries . They disappeared when the Persians Wars made
Athens a wealthy city and teaching became a way of obtaining money. They
were revived briefly about 100 A. D. and called "neo-Pythagoreans ... 30
This revival was neither lasting nor of major importance. Perhaps physicist
L. L. Whyte expresses the contribution of the Pythagoreans best when he
said:
Certainly no tradition in any culture has so
powerfully inspired the search for precision, clarity
and simplicity within the complex and confused
appearance of the sensible world. 31

30rbi~ I p • 63 •

31Ibid., p. 180.

CHAPTER III
THE WORK OF PYTHAGORAS AND THE PYTHAGOREANS

It is impossible to distinguish between the accomplishments of

Pythagoras and those of his students. Even the work done by the Pythagoreans
two centuries after the death of Pythagoras has been credited to him. It
is also impossible to determine if the Pythagoreans had discovered a new
theorem / produced a different proof for a known theorem, or were merely
passing on material discovered earlier. My purpose is not to attempt to
determine which discoveries Pythagoras should receive credit for / but to
give an idea as to the material studied and thus the accomplishments of the
school.
It is thought Pythagoras knew and taught what is in the first two
books of Euclid concerning parallels, triangles and parallelograms . In
addition to this / he probably used a few other isolated theorems especially
on irrational numbers. 32 In the two centuries after Pythagoras' death the
Pythagoreans added certain material to their field of knowledge which was
to appear in Euclid's Books N / V, and VI. The Pythagoreans were familiar
with the constructions regarding regular polygons of sides three, four, five,
six and fifteen that appeared in Book N. The Pythagorean Theorem made

32Ball, Op. cit.,

p. 22.
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them aware of irrational numbers, incommensurable segments and the theory of
proportion.

This material was located in Book V. It is likely that all the

material in Book VI was known to the Pythagoreans especially that on similar
triangles and the construction of proportionals. 33 Their proofs on
proportionals probably were incorrect since they were based upon an incomplete
theory of proportion. It is surprising to notice that they practically neglected
the geometry of the circle. Perhaps this is because they considered it
holy. To them the circle was the most perfect rectilinear figure. The proofs
of the Pythagoreans, while a great advancement in rigor and organization for
their day, probably would not be considered so today. They would often
assume the converse of a theorem true once they had proved the theorem.
The Pythagoreans started their geometry with definitions. It is
likely these definitions were statements connecting mathematics to philosophy.
To the Pythagoreans number meant positive integer. They divided integers
into either even or odd. It is likely that Pythagoras was not only aware of
even and odd numbers but knew an even number times either an even or odd
number would give an even product, and an odd number times an odd number
would give an odd product. 3 4 The Pythagoreans considered an odd number
to be male and an even number to be female.

The union of two and three

(the first genuine odd number) was five which represented marriage. 35 This

33 Howard Eves, A Survey of Geometry (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
1963), Vol. I, p. 20.
3 4 Bell, Op. cit., p. 81.
35valens, Op, cit., p. 17.
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indicates the mathematics of the Pythagoreans was not completely divorced
from mysticism.

The Pythagoreans developed triangular 1 square 1 oblong

numbers and gnomons.

They also had pentagonal, hexagonal and heptagonal

numbers. 36 The Pythagoreans called numbers perfect, deficient or abundant.
This depended upon the number being the sum of its factors.

They were

also aware of amicable numbers.
As previously mentioned the Pythagoreans knew much geometry. They
proved most of the properties concerning right triangles and also proved the
theorem concerning the sum of the angles of a triangle being equal to two
right angles. Also of major importance was their work with irrational numbers
which was a result of what is now known as the Pythagorean Theorem. It
is believed they also worked with the converse of the Pythagorean Theorem.
Thus they must have been familiar with certain quadratic equations.
could solve systems of two equations simultaneously.
handle larger systems.

They

Perhaps they could

The isosceles right triangle forced the Pythagoreans

to recognize irrational numbers.

They called these "alogos" meaning non-

word, unmutterable 1 unspeakable, unreasonable and unreckonable. 3 7

The

school could not ignore the square root of two just because they didn't
particularly care for it.

The Babylonians found 1. 414213 as an approximation

of the square root of two.

36Ibid., p. 36.
37Ibid.

I

38 Ibid.

I

p. 50.

The Pythagoreans wanted an exact number for it. 38
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They did obtain

-H-

as an approximation. 39 It is understandable that an

irrational number would upset a system based upon simple explanations for
everything. This number would fill in the missing points on Pythagoras'
number line. Perhaps the irrational number caused the Pythagoreans to make
one of their most important contributions to the mathematical world. This
contribution was the deductive approach to mathematics. They applied it
to geometry. They couldn't banish the irrational number, but they could avoid
the use of measurement in their system. The result of this has been the development
of today's pure or synthetic geometry. 4 0
The school showed that a plane could be completely filled with
equilateral triangles, squares or hexagons. 41 It also developed the Pythagorean
triples. They did much work in this area. This has led to today's recreational
number theory. The school discovered, or was aware of, the five regular solids
which they called the five perfect bodies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

They were the:

Tetrahedron - representing fire.
Octahedron - representing air.
Cube - representing the earth.
Icosahedron - representing water.
Dodecahedron - representing the celestial sphere. 42

Credit for discovering the dodecahedron belongs to Theaetetus, a Pythagorean. 4 3
39 Reid, Op. cit. , p. 10.
40 Morris Kline, "Geometry," Scientific American, CCXI
(September, 1964), p. 60.
41Ball, Op. cit., p. 23.
42 valens , Op. cit. , p. 3 8 .
43 Ibid., p. 40.
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The Pythagoreans did much work with music and astronomy. They
believed the earth to be round and said the planets moved about it in orderly
circular orbits. Perhaps one major error made by the Pythagoreans was that
natural phenomena is not continuous but is made of discrete individual
steps. They would have disagreed with the quantum concept of the universe
which states events in nature are smooth and flowing. 44
Perhaps the work of Plato was based upon the work of Pythagoras
rather than Socrates. When asked what God does Plato responded, "God
eternally geometrizes. 11 45 This response was a result of the Pythagorean
influence on Plato. One cannot be sure of the extent of the Pythagoreans
influence on the scientific and mathematical world.

Given credit for only

one-half of the discoveries that legend attributes to them they will still have
exerted one of the most powerful influences in history on today's world.

44 Ibid.

I

p. 41.

45 Reid 1 Op. cit., p. l.

CHAPTER N
THE PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM

Perhaps one of the most important discoveries of the Pythagorean
school was the famous Pythagorean Theorem. It states the square on the hypotenuse
of a right triangle is equal to the sum of the squares on the legs. It is
not known if Pythagoras himself discovered this theorem or if he ever
proved it.

The Pythagoreans were the first group to devise a formal proof

for the theorem.

This is probably the reason the theorem bears their name.

The Pythagorean Theorem had been known before in India 1 China 1 Babylon
and Egypt. 46 Some question has been raised concerning Egypt's knowledge
of the theorem. It is thought they recognized a 3-4-5 triangle but it is not
known if they considered it a right triangle.

There is some indication that

the theorem dates back as far as 2 000 B. C. and perhaps as far back as the
Sumerian civilization around 3000 B. C. 47
Stories tell of Pythagoras sacrificing an ox, a bull or 100 oxen to
the muses upon the discovery of a theorem.
Pythagorean Theorem.

The theorem is thought to be the

I am inclined to disagree with this story. I find

47Howard Eves" A Survey of Geometry (Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
Inc., 1963), Vol. I, p. 4.
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it incompatible with Pythagoras' philosophy of life.

Remember that he

opposed killing animals since they contain the soul of man.
The Pythagorean Theorem led directly to the consideration of
irrational numbers and the Pythagorean triples.

Mathematics' most famous

unsolved problem (Fermat's Last Theorem) is actually an extension of the
Pythagorean Theorem. It attempts to find an integral solution for a

1

b, and

c in the open sentence an + bn = en if n is an integer greater than two. 48
The Pythagorean Theorem runs through all mathematics. It can be found in:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Arithmetic.
Algebra.
Analysis.
Geometry.
Modified form in the mathematics of relativity. 49

The Pythagorean Proposition written by Elisha S. Loomis gives 367
different proofs of the theorem classified as to type. 50 The theorem has
intrigued man for centuries. Various names for it are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Theorem of the Bride .
Bride's Chair.
Theorem of the Married Woman.
Chaise of the Little Married Woman.
Franciscan's Cowl.
Goose's Foot.
Peacock's Tail.

Perhaps the first proof of the Pythagorean Theorem would result from
observing square floor tile. It would be a proof for an isosceles right triangle.

48Reid,, Op. cit., p. 7.
49 Ibid. / p. 177.
50 Martin Gardner 1 "Mathematical Games 1
CCXI (October / 1964) 1 p. ll9.
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Scientific American,

19

This would be a special case. One would count the regions (floor tile)
numbered one-four and those numbered five. - eight. The Pythagorean
Theorem holds if the number of floor tile used to cover regions one - four
is the same as the number used to cover regions five - eight. This is
an informal proof based mostly on intuition.

Another proof which is intuitive in nature involves area addition. This
is also an informal proof.

Area of region A = 9
Area of region B = 16
Area of region C = 25
= 25
9 + 16

20

Much conjecture surrounds the proof Pythagoras would have given
or perhaps did give. It was probably a dissection type proof. It is thought
that it would have been either the approach using similar triangles or the
following:

In any right triangle, the square of the length of the hypotenuse

is the sum of the squares of the lengths of the legs.

D a. H

b

E

b

a.

b

i:;l

a

{).

b

b

I

K

h

a

G-

b

J"

tl

F

b

0-

Fig. 2

Fig. l

Given: Right triangle ABC, with legs of lengths a, b, and hypotenuse c.
Prove: cz

= a2 + bz.

Proof: There exists a square DEFG of edge a + b. In the square,
construct four congruent copies of triangle ABC as shown in figure 1. Angle
KHI is a right angle because angle DHK and angle EH! are complementary. In
like manner, all the angles of quadrilateral HIJK are right angles, and
quadrilateral HIJK is a square.
Square DEFG equals square HIJK plus the four congruent right
triangles.
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(a + b) 2

= c 2 + 4 (~

ab),

a2 + 2ab + b2 = c2 + 2ab.
Therefore

a2 + b2 = c2

and

c2 = a2 + b2.

Of special interest is the proof given by Euclid in his Elements.

It

is said that this proof is the only original work in Euclid 1 s book. 51 This
proof has been called a "mouse-trap proof" or a "windmill proof."
Philosopher Arthur Schopenhaver called it, "a proof walking on stilts, nay
a mean, underhand proof." But Sir Thomas Heath, English editor of the
Elements, called it, "a proof extraordinarily ingenious." 52 Pappus
generalized Euclid 1 s proof showing that any similar polygon could be used
on the hypotenuse and legs. Euclid had used squares. In any right triangle,
the square of the length of the hypotenuse is the sum of the squares of the
lengths of the legs.

D

F

51Reid, Op. cit., p. 17.
s2rbid.,p.20.
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Given: Right triangle ACB with right angle ACB and squares constructed
upon the sides of AB, BC 1 and AC.
Prove: Square AKHB

= square ACDE + square

BFGC.

Statements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Draw CM parallel to AK.
Draw CK and BE.
In triangles KAC and BAE.
AK = AB I AC = AE .
Angle KAC = angle BAE.
Therefore triangle KAC is congruent to triangle BAE.
DCB is a straight line.
Triangle BAE and square ACDE have the same base
AE and altitudes equal to AC.
Therefore triangle BAE =
square ACDE.
Triangle KAC and rectangfe KMLA. have the same
base AK and altitudes equal to AL.
Therefore triangle KAC = rectangle KMLA..
rectangle KML.1\. =
square ACDE.
Therefore rectangle KMLA. = square ACDE.
In like manner, rectangle MHBL = square BFGC.
Therefore KMLA. + MHBL = ACDE + BFGC
Therefore square KHBA = square ACDE + square BFGC.

f

j

i

i

A proof presented by President James A. Garfield is called the only
contribution to mathematics by a President of the United States.
a Republican congressman from Ohio at the time.

The proof appeared in "The

New England Journal of Education" on April 1, 1876. 53

53 Gardner, Op.cit., p. 119.

Garfield was

23

President Garfield's Proof:

b

b'

D

B

Given: Triangle ABC with hypotenuse AB.
Prove: c2 = a2 + b2
Produce CB to D, making b 1 = b. At D construct ED perpendicular to
BC, making al

= a.

Draw BE and AE. The area S of the trape~oid CAED is

given by the formula
S =

i

(a + b 1) (b + a 1)

=

=
ABC=

Triangle

ABE= lc 2
2

Triangle

BDE = .J.ab

trape~oid

Ja2 +ab+ t b2

i ab.

Triangle

But

J (a 2 + 2ab + b 2).

CAED equals in area the sum of the areas of the three

triangles or

Therefore

ab +

l

2

and

t c2 =

ja 2 + ab +.J. b2 /

c2 = la2 +lb2
2
·z

c2=a2+b2.
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This proof involving similar trangles is a popular proof.

Given: Triangle ABC with hypotenuse BA and CD perpendicular to BA.
r+s=c.
Prove: c2 = a 2 + b2

Proof: Triangle ACB similar to triangle CDA similar to triangle BDC.
Corresponding sides are a 1 r 1 h; b, h, s, and c, a, b.
Since

a2
-ar = -aC or r = ;:_
C1

and

s b
b2
b=c or S=c.

Therefore

r +s

but

r + s = c,

hence

c =

Therefore

c2

=

a2 + b2
c
,

aZ-1-

c

b2

= a2 + b2.

Bhcrskara 's drawing was accompanied by one word. It seems he deemed
a written proof superfluous.
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"Behold!

11

An accompanying drawing
could have been:

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

Pythagoras spent approximately three-fourths of his life moving
from place to place. He may have been a misfit. Today's society might
consider such an individual as odd; however / Pythagoras was not an
average individual. That he possessed leadership qualities was apparent
from the success of his school at Croton. This school, consisting of
many of the upper class of the community / exerted one of the most powerful
educational influences in history. It was a secret, mystical, semireligious cult during a period when organizations of this type were common.
There was one major difference in the Pythagoreans and the other cults of
this time. It was the Pythagoreans desire to use simple laws to explain
the nature of our world. This desire to explain the "how" and "why" in
nature permitted them to make discoveries well in advance of their time.
The early Pythagoreans probably treated mathematics as an extension
of religion. It soon became a separate part of their curriculum. The cult
knew much of the works that later appeared in Euclid's Elements.
One major contribution of the Pythagoreans was their attempts to
organize mathematics (specifically geometry) into a system rather than treat
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it as isolated theorems. They insisted on what was then a great amount
of rigor in their proofs. Even the scientific approach had, in part, its
beginning in the Pythagorean school.

Perhaps the most significant

discovery was their work associated with the Pythagorean Theorem. This
theorem led them to irrational numbers. Civilizations before them had
been satisfied to approximate a value for these irrational numbers. The
Pythagoreans were not. They sought a simple explanation. When no
simple explanation was forecoming, they banished measurement from their
geometry.

This one act resulted in the development of todays deductive

reasoning and axiomatic approach to mathematics. It was the deductive
approach which caused the inclusions of geometry in the liberal arts
curriculum. How many students have been told that one studies geometry
because it teaches one to think? Many of the foundations of todays mathematics
are contributions of the Pythagoreans.
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